
AN ANALYSIS OF FACTIONS IN FEDERALIST 10 BY JAMES MADISON

Madison begins perhaps the most famous of the Federalist papers by stating that Madison defines factions as groups of
people who gather together to the character of Federalists." Analysis. James Madison carried to the.

The author Cato another pseudonym, most likely that of George Clinton [24] summarized the Anti-Federalist
position in the article Cato no. Teachers should then provide context to students by delving into the
background information on the Federalist Papers, in general, and Federalist 10, in particular. Hence it is that
such democracies have ever been spectacles of turbulence and contention; have ever been found incompatible
with personal security or the rights of property; and have in general been as short in their lives as they have
been violent in their deaths. The states farthest from the center of the country will be most endangered by
these foreign countries; they may find it inconvenient to send representatives long distances to the capitol, but
in terms of safety and protection they stand to gain the most from a strong national government. When a
majority is included in a faction, the form of popular government, on the other hand, enables it to sacrifice to
its ruling passion or interest both the public good and the rights of other citizens. Which ones do they identify
with the most? Further, he argued that the large size of the country would actually make it more difficult for
factions to gain control over others. It was David Hume's speculations on the "Idea of a Perfect
Commonwealth," first published in , that most stimulated James Madison's' thought on factions. What danger
might this represent to the nation if no common ground is found? Finally, spend five minutes leading a
whole-class discussion. Students should do a quick scan of their part of the document with a highlighter, pen,
or pencil in hand. Madison concludes that the damage caused by faction can be limited only by controlling its
effects. See The Federalist, No. When one examines these two papers in which Hume and Madison summed
up the eighteenth century's most profound thought on political parties, it becomes increasingly clear that the
young American used the earlier work in preparing a survey on factions through the ages to introduce his own
discussion of faction in America. For example, the interests of landowners differ from those who own
businesses. Majority faction, then, is the biggest threat to popular government. From this view of the subject it
may be concluded that a pure democracy, by which I mean a society consisting of a small number of citizens,
who assemble and administer the government in person, can admit of no cure for the mischiefs of faction. In a
small republic, it would also be easier for the candidates to fool the voters but more difficult in a large one.
Buy Study Guide Summary Madison begins perhaps the most famous of the Federalist papers by stating that
one of the strongest arguments in favor of the Constitution is the fact that it establishes a government capable
of controlling the violence and damage caused by factions. The rich and poor, creditors and debtors, have
different interests from one another. Madison particularly emphasizes that economic stratification prevents
everyone from sharing the same opinion. Madison had found the answer to Montesquieu. The number of
participants of that majority will be lower, and, since they live in a more limited territory, it would be easier
for them to agree and work together for the accomplishment of their ideas. Direct democracies cannot
effectively protect personal and property rights and have always been characterized by conflict. With pure
democracy, he means a system in which every citizen votes directly for laws, and, with republic, he intends a
society in which citizens elect a small body of representatives who then vote for laws. Moreover, Madison
feared the formation of a certain kind of faction. In the next place, as each representative will be chosen by a
greater number of citizens in the large than in the small republic, it will be more difficult for unworthy
candidates to practice with success the vicious arts by which elections are too often carried; and the suffrages
of the people being more free, will be more likely to centre in men who possess the most attractive merit and
the most diffusive and established characters. There are again two methods of removing the causes of faction:
the one, by destroying the liberty which is essential to its existence; the other, by giving to every citizen the
same opinions, the same passions, and the same interests. He had also found in embryonic form his own
theory of the extended federal republic. But these weapons for delay are given to the minority irrespective of
its factious or nonfactious character; and they can be used against the majority irrespective of its factious or
nonfactious character. For instance, in a large republic, a corrupt delegate would need to bribe many more
people in order to win an election than in a small republic. This, as he stated in Federalist 10, would provide a
"republican remedy for the diseases most incident to republican government. Finally, he subdivided the "real
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factions" into parties based on "interest, upon principle," or upon affection. Might they have been right? The
regulation of these various and interfering interests forms the principal task of modern Legislation. The
Anti-Federalist belief that the wide disparity in the economic interests of the various states would lead to
controversy was perhaps realized in the American Civil War , which some scholars attribute to this disparity.
Does our federal system, through its division of authority among national, state, and local powers, manage to
secure the advantages of both bigness and smallness? In order to work, direct democracies must be small,
making it easier for a majority faction to arise and to influence government. Federalist No. In a large republic
there are men of large fortunes, and consequently of less moderation; there are trusts too great to be placed in
any single subject; he has interest of his own; he soon begins to think that he may be happy, great and
glorious, by oppressing his fellow citizens; and that he may raise himself to grandeur on the ruins of his
country. Justice ought to hold the balance between them.


